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TIME TRAVEL
Netru Indru Nalai
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30 SEPT 2022

EVENTS
On Stage Events
Step Up ( Group Dance)
Mix Tape ( Adaptune )
Footway ( Rampwalk )
Ecstasy ( Group Singing)

Off Stage Events
Funny Bone ( Stand up Comedy)
Groom Up ( Makeover)
Sky- Voice ( Voice - over)
Change the Channel ( Channel Surfing)
Sixth Sense
Artist In You ( Face Painting)
Mathi yosi
Memstruck

RULES
&
REGULATIONS
On Stage Events
Shake it up ( Group Dance )
The team should consist of 6 to 10 students.
The students will have to perform for 3 minutes.
There should not be repetition of songs.
Any form of vulgarity will not be appreciated
and can lead to disqualification.
Marks will be given based on creativity.

Mix Tape ( Adaptune )
The team should consist of 2 students only.
Students will have to dance on the spot to
mash-up songs for 2 minutes

Footway ( Ramp Walk )
One team per department.
The team should consist of 7 to 10 students only.
Students should walk the ramp for 3 minutes.
Any indecent clothing will not be appreciated,
leading to disqualification.
Judgement is made upon the creativity of the
team.

Ecstasy ( Group singing )
The team should consist of 4 to 6 students only.
The students shall bring their instruments or can
bring karaoke.
The students will have to perform for 4 minutes.
Each team will be given 1 minute for stage
preparation.
It can be bilingual and also as a mash-up of
songs.
This will be judged on terms of creativity.

Off Stage Events
Funny Bone ( Stand Up Comedy)
It is an individual event.
Each participant will be given 3 minutes to talk.
The talk should be either in English or Tamil.
Any form of vulgarity will not be appreciated
and will lead to disqualification.
The talk should not directly involve political
scenarios and or hurt the feelings of fellow
mates.

Groom Up ( Makeover )
It is a team of 2 students only.
The students will have to bring their
materials.
The students will be given 1 hour for the
makeover.

Sky Voice ( Voice Over )
It is a team of 2 students only.
A video clipping will be displayed and the students
will have to give voice-over for the characters.
The students will be given 1 minute to prepare.
Any form of vulgarity will not be appreciated and
will lead to disqualification.
Creativity will be marked as a judgement criterion.

Change The Channel (Channel Surfing)

It is a team of 5 students only.
Famous TV channels will be given to the
participants who are required to act
accordingly.
Any form of vulgarity will not be appreciated
and the team will be disqualified.
Marks will be given based on creativity.

Sixth Sense
It is a team of 4 students only.
The students will be given famous movie character
roles to enact.
The students will have to create a scenario
indulging those characters.
The scene the students create should have no
connection with any scene from the movie.
The students will be given 2 minutes to prepare and
the whole act should be of 3 to 4 minutes.
Any form of vulgarity will not be appreciated and
will lead to disqualification.

Artist In You
It is a team of 2 students only.
The required essentials should be brought by the
students.
Students will have to incorporate the theme in their
painting.

The students will be given 1 hour to complete
the painting.

Mathi Yosi
It is an individual event.
The students will have to answer wrongly to
the questions asked by the moderator.
The students are requested to give answers
only in English or Tamil.
Any form of vulgarity will not be appreciated,
leading to disqualification.

Memstruck
This is an individual event.
The students will be given 45 minutes to create
their meme.
The students will have internet access.
The creation should not directly involve political
scenarios and any form of vulgarity will not be
appreciated, leading to disqualification.
Any form of plagiarism will not be accepted.

23rd September 2022

On Stage Events
Prelims in Basket Ball Court
Step up ( Group Dance)-@9Am
Footway ( Ramp Walk)- @11Am
Ecstasy ( Group Singing)-@2Pm
Adaptune-@4Pm

26th September 2022

Off Stage Events
Funny Bone(Stand Up Comedy)-@9Am

Groom Up (Makeover) - @ 11Am
Sky Voice ( Voice Over)- @2 Pm
Mathi Yosi -@4Pm
(Students are requested to give their names to
Department Seceretaries )

27th September 2022

Off Stage Events
Change The Channel ( Channel
Surfing ) -@ 9 Am
Sixth Sense - @ 11Am
Artist In You - @ 2Pm
Memstruck - @ 4Pm
(Students are requested to give their names to
Department Seceretaries )

